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Abstract: We show that the description of Deligne–Beilinson cohomology is improved by

using log Hodge theory. We consider the log relative version of it, and also present a fundamental

conjecture in log Hodge theory.
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1. Introduction. 1.1. In this paper, we

show that the description of Deligne–Beilinson

cohomology in Esnault–Viehweg [4] is improved

by using log Hodge theory. We also consider the log

relative version of Deligne–Beilinson cohomology.

1.2. To treat a smooth open algebraic variety

X, a good method is to take a good compactification

X of X and put some log structure (e.g. log poles of

differential forms) along the boundary X rX. This

is what Deligne did in Hodge II ([2]). To get the

mixed Hodge structure HmðXÞ ¼ ðHmðXÞZ;W; F Þ,
he defined the Hodge filtration F by using a good

compactification X.

However, he did not describe the Z-structure

HmðXÞZ ¼ HmðX;ZÞ by using this compactifica-

tion. In the log Hodge theory, we can use X to

describe it as HmðX;ZÞ ¼� HmðX log
;ZÞ. By using

this description, we improve the presentation of

Deligne–Beilinson cohomology in [4] as is explained

in Section 2.

1.3. In Section 3, we discuss how to formulate

the log relative versions of Hodge II and the

Deligne–Beilinson cohomology.

1.4. Notation. Following [4], for a scheme X

of finite type over C, the cohomology usually means

the cohomology of the set XðCÞ of C-points of X

with the classical topology. In the case where we

consider the Zariski topology or the étale topology

of the scheme X, we use the notation Xalg.

2. Deligne–Beilinson cohomology. 2.1.

Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over C.

Then for a subring A of R, we have Deligne–

Beilinson cohomology groups Hm
DBðX;AðrÞÞ for

m; r � 0, called also Deligne cohomology groups,

which are put in the exact sequence

� � � ! Hm
DBðX;AðrÞÞ ! HmðX;AðrÞÞ

! HmðX;CÞ=F r ! Hmþ1
DB ðX;AðrÞÞ

! Hmþ1ðX;AðrÞÞ ! Hmþ1ðX;CÞ=F r ! � � � :
Here AðrÞ in HmðX;AðrÞÞ denotes the subgroup A �
ð2�iÞr of C, and ðF pÞp is the Hodge filtration on

HmðX;CÞ. See [4] Section 2.

In the case where X is proper and smooth,

Hm
DBðX;AðrÞÞ is defined as the cohomology of a

complex of sheaves as

Hm
DBðX;AðrÞÞ

:¼ HmðX;AðrÞ ! OX !
d

�1
X !

d � � � !d �r�1
X Þ;

where on the right hand side, AðrÞ is put in degree 0

in the complex, OX is the sheaf of holomorphic

functions on XðCÞ and �p
X is the sheaf of holomor-

phic p-forms on XðCÞ.
2.2. Assume that X is a Zariski open set of a

proper smooth scheme X over C in which the

complement D of X is a divisor with normal

crossings. In this paper, we give a presentation of

Hm
DBðX;AðrÞÞ which is similar to the proper smooth

case in 2.1 by using the space X
log

in [10] and using

the sheaves O log

X
etc. on X

log
which appear in log

Hodge theory in [13] and [11]. Endow X with the

log structure associated to D, and let X
log

be the

associated space.

Theorem 2.3. We have the following pre-

sentation of Hm
DBðX;AðrÞÞ.

Hm
DBðX;AðrÞÞ

¼ HmðX log
; AðrÞ ! O log

X
!d �1;log

X
ðlogDÞ

!d � � � !d �r�1;log

X
ðlogDÞÞ:

See [10] 3.2 for the definition of O log

X
.

The de Rham complex ��;log

X
ðlogDÞ ¼
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O log

X
�O

X
��
X
ðlogDÞ on X

log
is defined in [10] 3.5,

where it is denoted by !�;log

X
.

2.4. This Theorem 2.3 simplifies the theory of

Deligne–Beilinson cohomology.

For example, the product structure of the

Deligne–Beilinson cohomology is defined for proper

smooth X in [4] Section 1 in a simple way, but for X

in 2.2, it is defined in [4] Section 3 in a complicated

way. By using Theorem 2.3, the product structure

for X in 2.2 is defined in the same simple way as the

proper smooth case in 2.1. See 2.6. Also, the Chern

classes and the Chern characters of a vector bundle

in Deligne–Beilinson cohomology explained in [4]

Section 8 are defined more easily by using Theorem

2.3 as is explained in 2.8–2.10.

We will denote the above complex AðrÞ !
O log

X
! � � � ! �r�1;log

X
ðlogDÞ on X

log
by AðrÞDB;X or

simply by AðrÞDB.

2.5. We prove Theorem 2.3.

Let j : X ! X and j log : X ! X
log

be the

inclusion maps and let � : X
log ! X be the canon-

ical map. Then j ¼ � 	 j log.

By definition, Hm
DBðX;AðrÞÞ ¼ HmðX;CÞ,

where C is the mapping fiber (�1 translation of

the mapping cone) of

��r
X
ðlogDÞ 
 Rj�AðrÞ ! Rj��

�
X:

Here ��r
X
ðlogDÞ denotes the part of degree � r of

��
X
ðlogDÞ. On the other hand, AðrÞDB is quasi-iso-

morphic to the mapping fiber of ��r;log

X
ðlogDÞ 


AðrÞ ! ��;log

X
ðlogDÞ. Hence it is sufficient to prove

that the vertical arrows in the following commuta-

tive diagram are isomorphisms:

��r
X
ðlogDÞ ! Rj��

�
X  Rj�AðrÞ

# " "
R���

�r;log

X
ðlogDÞ ! R���

�;log

X
ðlogDÞ  R��AðrÞ:

Here the middle and the right vertical arrows are

defined by j ¼ � 	 j log. The left and the middle

vertical arrows are isomorphisms by the following

(1) which we apply to F ¼ �p

X
ðlogDÞ together with

the well-known isomorphism ��
X
ðlogDÞ ¼� Rj��

�
X

for the middle. The right vertical arrow is an

isomorphism by the following (2) which we apply to

the inverse image F of AðrÞ on X
log

.

(1) ([13] Proposition 2.2.10.) For a vector bun-

dle F on X, we have F !¼
�
R��ðO log

X
�OX FÞ.

(2) ([10] Remark 1.5.1.) For a locally constant

sheaf of abelian groups F on X
log

, we have F !¼
�

Rj log
� j log �F .

2.6. For p; p0 � 0, we define a multiplication

[ : AðpÞDB �Aðp0ÞDB ! Aðpþ p0ÞDB

as follows, in the same way as in [4] Section 1: x [ y
is xy if x is of degree 0, x ^ dy if x is of degree > 0
and y is of degree p0, and is 0 otherwise. The

multiplication

[ : Hm
DBðX;AðpÞÞ �Hn

DBðX;Aðp0ÞÞ
! Hmþn

DB ðX;Aðpþ p0ÞÞ
is induced by this.

Note that this definition is the same as the one

in [4] Section 1 if X ¼ X.

We see that it coincides with that of [4] as

follows. We can define another product in a similar

vein as in [4] Section 3 via the mapping fiber in 2.5

which is quasi-isomorphic to AðrÞDB. Then it clearly

coincides with the one in [4]. On the other hand, we

can prove that it coincides with ours in the same

way as in [4] Section 3, where they prove that their

complicated one in [4] Section 3 coincides with their

simple one in [4] Section 1 if X is proper.

2.7. Let X be a separated scheme of finite type

over C. We have a presentation of Hm
DBðX;AðrÞÞ

using Theorem 2.3 for X in 2.2 and using a hyper-

covering.

As in (8.2.1) of [3], there is a diagram

Y� !
�

Y �
#
X

in which Y� is the complement of a normal crossing

divisor D� in the proper simplicial smooth scheme

Y � and Y� ! X is a proper hyper-covering. Using

this diagram, Deligne gives the mixed Hodge

structure on HmðX;ZÞ which is isomorphic to

HmðY�;ZÞ. We have the presentation of Deligne–

Beilinson cohomology by log Hodge theory as

Hm
DBðX;AðrÞÞ ¼ HmðY log

� ; AðrÞDB;Y �
Þ:

2.8. In 2.8–2.10, we show that the Chern

classes and the Chern characters of vector bundles

in Deligne–Beilinson cohomology are explained in

nice ways by our log method.

For X in 2.2, the first Chern class mapping for

line bundles on Xalg is defined as

ð1Þ Pic ðXalgÞ ¼ H1ðXalg,�et;O�X;algÞ

¼� H1ðXalg,�et;M
gp

X;alg
Þ ! H2

DBðX;Zð1ÞÞ:
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Here the isomorphism in the middle is obtained

from jalg,�et;�ðO�Xalg
Þ ¼Mgp

Xalg
and R1jalg,�et;�ðO�Xalg

Þ ¼ 0.

The last map in (1) is induced by log : ��1ðMgp

X
Þ !

O log

X
=Zð1Þ.
This first Chern class coincides with that of [4].

For, since a line bundle is a divisor class, it comes

from a line bundle on X and hence the coincidence

is reduced to the case X ¼ X and in that case, the

coincidence is clear.

2.9. For a separated scheme X of finite type

over C, the first Chern class mapping for line

bundles on Xalg is defined as

Pic ðXalgÞ ! Pic ðYalg;�Þ ¼� H1ðY �;alg,�et;M
gp
Y�;alg
Þ

! H1ðY log

� ;O log

Y �
=Zð1ÞÞ

¼ H2ðY log

� ;Zð1Þ ! O log

Y �
Þ ¼ H2

DBðX;Zð1ÞÞ

by using the hyper-covering.

2.10. For a vector bundle F on Xalg, the Chern

class and the Chern character of F in the Deligne–

Beilinson cohomology are defined by using the

above first Chern classes of line bundles in the

standard way. These coincide with those in [4] by

2.8.

3. Log relative versions. In 3.3–3.7 (resp.

3.8–3.16), we consider how to formulate the loga-

rithmic relative version of Hodge II ([2]) (resp. of

the theory of Deligne–Beilinson cohomology).

3.1. In this Section 3, let f : X ! S be a pro-

jective and log smooth saturated morphism be-

tween fs log complex analytic spaces.

The present X ! S generalizes X ! SpecðCÞ
of Section 2.

3.2. Let m � 0. We have:

(1) Concerning the induced map f log : X log !
S log, Rmf log

� Z is a locally constant sheaf of finitely

generated Z-modules on S log ([8]).

(2) We have a canonical isomorphism

O log
S �Z R

mf log
� Z ¼� O log

S �OS H
m
dRðX=SÞ

([6] Theorem (6.3)), where Hm
dRðX=SÞ ¼ Rmf�ð!�X=SÞ

with !�X=S being the logarithmic de Rham com-

plex of X relative to S. By this, the OS-module

Hm
dRðX=SÞ is locally free of finite rank.

3.3. In 3.3–3.7, let f : X ! S be as in 3.1 and

we assume that the following condition 3.3.1 is

satisfied.

3.3.1. Locally on X and on S, X is isomor-

phic over S to an open subspace of Y �Cr, where Y

is an fs log analytic space over S which is log smooth

and vertical over S and Cr is endowed with the log

structure generated by the coordinate functions.

This condition is assumed to have a reasonable

weight filtration. This condition is automatically

satisfied if f is vertical.

3.4. We consider the 4-ple

HmðX=SÞ :¼ ðHmðX=SÞZ; HmðX=SÞO;W; F Þ

defined as follows: Let HmðX=SÞZ be the locally

constant sheaf on S log given by

HmðX=SÞZ :¼ Rmf log
� Z:

Let HmðX=SÞO be the vector bundle Hm
dRðX=SÞ

on S. We have a canonical isomorphism

O log
S �Z H

mðX=SÞZ ¼� O
log
S �OS HmðX=SÞO (3.2).

Define the Hodge filtration F on HmðX=SÞO as

follows: Let Fp be the image of Rmf�ð!�pX=SÞ.
Define the weight filtration W on

HmðX=SÞQ :¼ Q�Z H
mðX=SÞZ as follows: Let X0

be the fs log analytic space whose underlying

analytic space is X and whose log structure is the

vertical part fa 2MX j ajb for some b 2MSg of the

log structure of X relative to S, and let � : X log !
ðX0Þ log and � : ðX0Þ log ! S log be the canonical maps.

Let Ww be the image of Rm���w�mR��Q, where

�� is the canonical truncation functor.

3.5. By the definition of the weight filtration,

HmðX=SÞ is of weight � m. If X=S is vertical, it is

of pure weight m (in this case, X ¼ X0).
The following is one of the main problems in log

Hodge theory.

Conjecture 3.6. (1) The Hodge to de Rham

spectral sequence

Ep;q
1 ¼ Rqf�ð!pX=SÞ ) Hpþq

dR ðX=SÞ

degenerates at E1 and all Rqf�ð!pX=SÞ are locally free

of finite rank as OS-modules. Hence the 4-ple

HmðX=SÞ is a pre-log mixed Hodge structure (pre-

LMH) ([13] 2.6, [11] 1.3.1) on S.

(2) The pre-LMH HmðX=SÞ is a log mixed

Hodge structure (LMH) ([13] 2.6, [11] 1.3.1) on S.

3.7. Concerning Conjecture 3.6:

By [15], it holds if X has a semistable reduction

over a log pointed disk S.

By [9], it holds if f is vertical and S is log

smooth.

By [5], it holds if f is vertical and the log rank

of S  1.

The part (1) of 3.6 holds if every fiber of f is

algebraic. Here, the underlying analytic space of
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every fiber of f is algebraic because f is projective,

but this assumption means that the log structure of

the fiber is also algebraic; the authors do not know

whether it is automatic or not. In fact, the state-

ment is reduced to that for the fibers by the usual

argument by the lengths (see [7]), and if the fiber

is algebraic, then the statement for the fiber is

reduced to [6] Theorem (7.1), in which X and S are

assumed to be algebraic.

We plan to discuss how to attack the con-

jecture 3.6 in the sequel of our papers [11] and [12].

3.8. In the rest of this paper, let f : X ! S be

as in 3.1. Let !p;log
X=S be the sheaf O log

X �OX !
p
X=S on

X log. Let a : S log ! S be the canonical map and let

g :¼ a 	 f log : X log !f
log

S log !a S:

We define the log DB cohomology of X=S by

Hm
log DBðX=S;AðrÞÞ :¼ Rmg�ðAðrÞDB;X=SÞ;

where AðrÞDB;X=S denotes the complex AðrÞ !
O log
X !

d
!1;log
X=S !

d � � � !d !r�1;log
X=S .

3.9. In Proposition 3.10 below, we will assume

that X=S is vertical and that the log rank of S is

 1. The following are such examples.

Examples. Let C be a smooth algebraic curve

over C and let X! C be projective, generically

smooth, and of semi-stable reduction. Let � be a

finite closed subset of C outside which X is smooth,

endow C with the log structure associated to �, and

endow X with the log structure associated to the

inverse image of � which is a divisor with normal

crossings.

(i) Let X ¼ X, S ¼ C. Then f : X ! S satisfies

the assumption of this 3.9.

(ii) Let s ¼ S be a point in �, and let X be the

fiber of s in X. Then with the induced log structures,

f : X ! S satisfies the assumption of 3.9.

Note that Conjecture 3.6 is already solved in

these cases (3.7).

Proposition 3.10. Assume that X=S is ver-

tical. Let m; r � 0. Let Hm
log BðX=S;ZðrÞÞ :¼

Rmg�ðZðrÞÞ. Assume that S is of log rank  1.

Assume mþ 1� 2r  0.

(1) We have a commutative diagram with exact

rows

0 ! ExtHðZ; HmðX=SÞðrÞÞ ! Hmþ1
log DBðX=S;ZðrÞÞ

# #
0 ! ExtBðZ; HmðX=SÞðrÞZÞ ! Hmþ1

log BðX=S;ZðrÞÞ

! HomHðZ; Hmþ1ðX=SÞðrÞÞ ! 0

\
! HomBðZ; Hmþ1ðX=SÞðrÞZÞ ! 0:

Here HomHð. . .Þ (resp. HomBð. . .Þ) denotes the

sheaf U 7! HomHðUÞð. . .Þ (resp. U 7!
HomBða�1ðUÞÞð. . .Þ on S with HðUÞ (resp. Bða�1ðUÞÞ)
being the category of pre-LMH on U (resp. sheaves

of abelian groups on a�1ðUÞ � S log) for an open

set U of S, and ExtHð. . .Þ (resp. ExtBð. . .Þ) denotes

the sheaf on S associated to the pre-sheaf U 7!
ExtHðUÞð. . .Þ (resp. U 7! ExtBða�1ðUÞÞð. . .Þ).

(2) The left vertical arrow is surjective. The

kernel of the left vertical arrow and the kernel of the

middle vertical arrow are identified with

ða�ðHmðX=SÞðrÞZÞÞnHm
dRðX=SÞ=F rHm

dRðX=SÞ:

(3) If mþ 1� 2r < 0, HomHðZ; Hmþ1ðX=
SÞðrÞÞ is finite and hence

Q� ExtHðZ; HmðX=SÞðrÞÞ !¼
�
Hmþ1

log DBðX=S;QðrÞÞ:

(4) If s 2 S and if t 2 S log lies over s, the stalk

of Q� ExtBðZ; HmðX=SÞðrÞZÞ at s is isomorphic to

HmðX=SÞðrÞQ;t=NtH
mðX=SÞðrÞQ;t (resp. 0) if the log

structure is of rank 1 (resp. 0) at s. Here Nt is the

monodromy logarithm at t.

To prove Proposition 3.10, we use

Lemma 3.11. Let H ¼ ðHZ;W; F Þ be a pre-

LMH on an fs log analytic space S. Let C be the

complex HZ ! O log
S �OS HO=F 0 of sheaves on S,

where HZ is put in degree 0.

(1) If H is of weights  0, we have

HomHðZ; HÞ ¼� R0a�C.

(2) If H is of weights  �1, ExtHðZ; HÞ ¼�
R1a�C.

Proof. (1) follows from

R0a�C ¼ Kerða�HZ ! HO=F
0Þ:

We prove (2). Note that R1a�C is the sheaf of

isomorphism classes of pairs ðL; �Þ, where L is a

sheaf of abelian groups on S with an exact sequence

0! HZ !
v
L! Z! 0 and � is a homomorphism

L! O log
S �OS HO=F 0 such that � 	 v is the canon-

ical map. For such an ðL; �Þ, we have an extension

ðL; ~W; ~F Þ, where ~W is the evident one and ~F is the

extension of F to OS � L characterized by the

property that O log
S �O ~F 0 is generated by F 0 of H

and xþ �ðxÞ (x 2 L). �

3.12. We prove Proposition 3.10. The lower

exact sequence in (1) comes from the spectral
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sequence

Ep;q
2 ¼ Rpa�ðHqðX=SÞðrÞZÞ

) Hpþq
log BðX=S;ZðrÞÞ;

where we have Rja� ¼ 0 for j > 1 because S is of log

rank  1. The upper exact sequence in (1) comes as

follows from the spectral sequence

Ep;q
2

¼ Rpa�½HqðX=SÞðrÞZ ! O
log
S �OS H

q
dRðX=SÞ=F r�

) Hpþq
log DBðX=S;ZðrÞÞ:

Here the morphism

HqðX=SÞðrÞZ ! O
log
S �OS H

q
dRðX=SÞ=F r

is obtained from

Rf log
� ZðrÞ ! O log

S �Z Rf
log
� Z ¼� O log

S �OS Rf�!
�
X=S

! O log
S �OS Rf�!

r�1
X=S

(where the isomorphism is by [6] Theorem (6.3) (3))

and the spectral sequence is obtained from (denot-

ing X log ! X by b)

Rg�!
r�1;log
X=S ¼ Rf�Rb�!r�1;log

X=S ¼ Rf�!r�1
X=S

¼ Ra�ðO log
S �OS Rf�!

r�1
X=S Þ:

By Lemma 3.11,

E0;mþ1
2 ¼ HomHðZ; Hmþ1ðX=SÞðrÞÞ

and

E1;m
2 ¼ ExtHðZ; HmðX=SÞðrÞÞ:

Furthermore, we have

3.12.1. Rja�ðO log
S �OS H

q
dRðX=SÞ=F rÞ ¼ 0 for

j > 0

by 2.5 (1), and we have Rja� ¼ 0 for j > 1, and

hence Ep;q
2 ¼ 0 for p � 2. Hence we have the upper

exact sequence in (1).

(2) follows from 3.11 (2) and 3.12.1.

(3) is a consequence of the exactness of the

upper row in (1).

(4) is by generality of local systems.

3.13. There are differences between the

categories HðUÞ of pre-LMH and the categories of

LMH ([13] 2.6, [11] 1.3.1). An LMH is a pre-LMH

which satisfies the admissibility of local monodro-

my, the Griffiths transversality of the pullbacks

to log points, and the condition that sufficiently

twisted specializations give mixed Hodge structures

in the usual sense (these are conditions (1), (2), (3)

in [11] 1.3.1, respectively).

Hence Ext for LMH can be smaller than the

ExtH in the above proposition.

3.14. Let the assumption be as in Proposi-

tion 3.10. In [11] Sections 5 and 6, we considered

the moduli space of extensions 0! HmðX=SÞðrÞ !
E ! Z! 0 of LMH. By Proposition 3.10, this

space is regarded as a part of Hmþ1
log DBðX=S;ZðrÞÞ.

3.15. Let X! C � � be as in 3.9 and assume

that C is proper. For the inverse image U of C r �
in X, an element k of the K-group K2r�1�mðUÞ with

m < 2r� 1 gives a log mixed Hodge structure Ek on

C with an exact sequence 0! HmðX=CÞðrÞ !
Ek ! Z! 0 (cf. [12] Section 7.2). By Proposi-

tion 3.10, how Ek degenerates at s 2 � is related

to the image of k under the composition

K2r�1�mðUÞ ! Hmþ1
DB ðU;ZðrÞÞ

¼� Hmþ1ðX log;ZðrÞDBÞ
! Hmþ1

log DBðXs=s;ZðrÞÞ;
where the first arrow is the Beilinson regulator and

Xs denotes the fiber of s in X.

We expect that log Deligne–Beilinson coho-

mology is useful for understanding of how elements

of K-groups and algebraic cycles behave in degen-

eration.

3.16. We expect that in a suitable algebraic

situation over C, we have a cycle map (the Hodge

realization map) from the log motivic cohomology

in [14], [1] to the log Deligne–Beilinson cohomology.
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